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a force across the Tigris before the enemy had been driven
from the Dahra bend; but he was at least as anxious to
avoid heavy casualties, and he ended by coming to the
conclusion that the enemy must be worn down by ceaseless,
steady pressure, and forced to stretch his forces out to
breaking-point before the attempt at striking a decisive blow
could be risked. The proof of the pudding is in the eating.
The plan succeeded in effecting the virtual destruction of the
enemy's army on the Tigris—the destruction of manpower,
resources and morale—at a cost which was moderate enough.
More could not have been done by assaulting the flank and
rear of the Sannaiyat defences—where the enemy was con-
centrated and prepared—or by pushing forward across the
open desert with ever-lengthening communications lying
susceptible to interruption by rain, flood and Arab incursions.
The longest way round is often the quickest way home.
On one point, however, General Maude's conduct of the
operations appears to be open to criticism. That is, the
handling of his cavalry. Admittedly, the Cavalry Division
was an improvised formation, with an improvised com-
mander and staff; admittedly,, Genral Maude centralised
control over Ms subordinate commanders to an unusual
degree : the result was that the Cavalry Commander was
left without initiative and was tied—by wireless—to G.H.Q.
for decision on points which he could and should have decided
for himself.
Throughout the earlier phases of the operations, the role
of the cavalry was restricted by wet weather and by the
difficulties of supply. "To waste the energy of cavalry in
" operations which can have no decisive result on the battle
" is uneconomical.,." and we find General Maude limiting
the scope of the Cavalry Division to protective reconnaissance
as soon as he found the conditions were unsuitable for
decisive cavalry action round the enemy's flanks. When,
however, the opportunity did occur—as it occurred during the
pursuit on the S5th^and 26th February—the Cavalry Divi-
sion was still kept xn leading strings, and it was employed
more like mounted infantry than like cavalry.
Lack of water for the horses was, of course, a great diffi-
culty, but—as was subsequently proved in mobile operations
which were most successfully carried out in 1918—it was not
an insuperable one. One of the chief aims of a cavalry com-
mander is to save his horses fatigue and distress, but there
comes a time when in order to obtain a decision horse flesh
must be expended freely, provided that the expenditure is

